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Transfer Forms and End of School Year
Clean up

GOLD User Account Transfer
Request
When adding new staff to GOLD, we recommend asking if they are coming from a
school using the GOLD Assessment tool. If so,
chances are the teacher already has an account in GOLD.
Simply have the teacher fill out the “user
account transfer request” form with all the
required information and return it to the Gold
team and we will do the transfer. *some restrictions may apply*
This will ensure all GOLD professional development courses and Interrater Reliability
records follow the user and it also insures
that duplicate user accounts are not created.

GOLD Child Portfolio Transfer
Request
In order to avoid duplication of children in
the GOLD system, when a new child enters
your program, introduce GOLD to the parent,
ask if their child is coming from a preschool
that was in the GOLD program.
If so fill out the “child portfolio transfer request” form located on our ELC website with
all the required information, child’s name.
DOB, name of previous program etc.
Submit the form to the Strong Minds GOLD
team, once the transferred is approved the
child along with that child’s data will be
transferred to your site.
*some restrictions may apply*
You can find both the user and child transfer
request forms on the Strong Minds Gold Team
page at
elcpalmbeach.org
Contact our team if you have any questions.
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You can find this form on our Strong Minds
Gold Team page on the ELC website.
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VPK Overlap/Transition

A
s the community learned about the lack of funding for the Office
of Early Learning VPK/TS-GOLD program, an increase in attention and

re-surge of questions has occurred in recent weeks and months. The
Strong Minds GOLD team continues to work closely with our community of VPK providers, and have been offering information and support
as possible.
Please see bellow the list of Frequently Asked Questions about the
Office of Early Learning VPK/GOLD overlap and transition.
Q: When will the OEL GOLD shut down?
A: June 30 th, 2016.
Q: Does the state’s requirement for IRR certification still stand?

A: No.
Q: When are finalized Spring Checkpoint levels due for VPK GOLD?
A: No later than June 15 th (for traditional VPK programs).
Q: Can teachers begin the Spring Checkpoint process immediately?
A: Yes.

S
”
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Year 3 & Beyond: Making it Work for Your
Program
For sites that have been
participating in the
Strong Minds GOLD
program for two or
more years, it is time to
start thinking about
ways that the GOLD
assessment can work
for you and your
teachers. For the first

4

year, the learning curve
is steep and just
understanding the tool
and how it will work in
your classrooms is the
whole of the focus for
participants. After the
first year, the purpose
of the tool should be
clear, and the focus is

on having enough data
and developing strong
decision-making skills
about connections to
objectives/dimensions
and levels.
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Year 3 & Beyond: Making it Work for Your Program
In year 3, sites are engaged in the
following:




Adding Literacy and Math to the
areas required for data entry
Focusing on (IRR) certification for all
staff (except new teachers)
Working on increased quality of
documentation

T




These are basic steps that are a part of
the expectations of sites in year 3 of the
Strong Minds GOLD Program.
In year 3, however, sites may also feel
ready to move into using other aspects of
the tool that may enhance the overall
quality of planning and accountability, as
well as communication with families. At
this point in the 3 year implementation
plan, there has been enough time for
teachers to understand how to use the
tool, and begin to consider the ways that
GOLD can work for them.
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he Strong Minds GOLD team
suggests the following aspects
of GOLD in year 3 and
beyond…

Online Child Portfolio System (all
work scanned and entered online – no
more paper)
Family
Conference
Forms/
Conferences scheduled soon after
Checkpoint due dates
Development and Learning Reports
(shared at conferences)
“Family Central” – Parent login
access to GOLD online system
Reports for Planning – Individual
Child and Class Profile reports
Reports for Accountability – Growth
reports, Snapshot Reports,
Comparative Reports

Family Engagement

A

and Learning reports or conference forms
s we are moving into our 3rd year

include all of the data in the child’s online

of work with our initial pilot sites,

portfolio on GOLD.

many centers are reaching a point in their
work in GOLD where they are ready to
share it with families. The GOLD online assessment tool offers many possibilities for

early education programs and centers to
connect with parents and families. There
are various ways of approaching family engagement with the tool.

For those sites that are interested in an ongoing connection to parents through the
GOLD online system, there is the “Family
Central” component that allows for parents

to have usernames and passwords to securely log into the system to access messages, newsletters, calendars, and documentation shared by the teacher in the

Reports and forms specifically created for

parent’s GOLD account page. There have

parents are a way to enter into deeper con-

been only a few sites that have chosen to

versations with parents about their chil-

include their families in GOLD this way. It is

dren during regularly scheduled conference

a choice for the site, and a sense of readi-

times throughout the school year. With the

ness to engage with parents on a frequent

Development and Learning report, as well

basis about child assessment is a necessary

as the Family Conference form, teachers

thing for sites to consider before they in-

are able to generate and share authentic

vite parents to log in. It is also important

assessment information with parents at

that,

conferences in ways that uses the develop-

“Family Central” component of GOLD, that

mental progressions chart (the rainbow

site directors and teachers take the time to

chart) to let parents know what kinds of

orient families to the purpose and value of

abilities and behaviors their children are

the GOLD online assessment system, and

currently demonstrating in the classroom,

the new ways that they can connect with

and what kinds of things to expect next in

the school, and their child, through the

their growth and development. Teachers,

GOLD.

when creating the reports and forms for
parents, may choose what aspects of the
child’s development to highlight and include in the conversation. It is not necessary,
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or recommended that Development

when

inviting

parents

into

the
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Questions??? Call or email the ELC Assessment Team...

Meet the ELC Assessment Team
Dr. Barbara Becraft
Strong Minds GOLD Team
Consultant
Barbra.Becraft@elcpalmbeach.org

Technology Support
GOLD Programs can contact
The Early Learning Coalition
Information Technology Specialist
Ricky Connolly at : 561.541.3333
Or send email to goldsupport.elcpalmbeach.org
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Sandra Schultz
Assessment Manager
Sandra.Schultz@elcpalmbeach.org
561-600-9427

